Abstract-To effectively address the explosive growth of multimedia applications over the Internet, a large-scale media streaming system has to fully take into account the issues of security, quality of service (QoS), scalability, and heterogeneity. However, current streaming solutions do not address all these challenges simultaneously. To address this limitation, this paper proposes a secure and high-performance streaming system called TrustStream, which combines the best features of scalable coding, content distribution network (CDN) and peer-to-peer (P2P) networks to achieve unprecedented security, scalability, heterogeneity, and certain QoS simultaneously under a unified architecture. In this architecture, raw video is encoded into two layers, namely, the base layer, which contains the most critical media content and is transmitted through a CDN-featured single-source multi-receiver (S-M) P2P network to guarantee a minimal level of quality, and the enhancement layer, which is transmitted in a pure multisource multi-receiver (M-M) P2P framework to achieve maximum scalability and bandwidth utilization. Heterogeneity is therefore addressed by delivering only the layers that a receiver is able to manage. Security is provided by combining our key distribution mechanism and key-embedding scheme under our proposed S-M P2P topology. We have implemented TrustStream system over the Internet. Deployed by ChinaCache, the largest CDN provider in China, TrustStream has broadcasted several popular live video programs over the Internet. The experimental results demonstrate the advantages and effectiveness of our architecture and system.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH the explosive growth of the Internet and society's increasing reliance on multimedia information, we are moving toward a ubiquitous era of streaming multimedia over the Internet: anyone can access the multimedia content on the Internet anywhere, anytime. For this reason, streaming multimedia over the Internet to a large number of users (possibly millions of users) has become an important research topic and application with increasing popularity.
To provide commercial large-scale Internet multimedia streaming, many technical challenges need to be addressed.
First, without copyright management, there is no incentive for commercial content creators to provide multimedia content for Internet streaming; without access control, content providers cannot rake in revenue. Hence, security mechanisms must be in place. However, this is particularly challenging since we need to provide security over an inherently nonsecure system in the Internet.
Second, streaming media has data rate, delay, and packet loss requirements. However, there is no quality of service (QoS) guarantee for huge data transmission of streaming media over the current best-effort Internet. Therefore, QoS assurance poses a significant challenge [29] .
Third, an Internet media streaming system should scale well to support a large number of users; in other words, its performance should not be degraded too much as the number of users increases. But achieving scalability is hard since the communication cost and the load of the servers may be extremely high when the number of users is huge, e.g., in millions.
Finally, for multimedia content distribution over the Internet, the heterogeneity of the networks (e.g., different link capacity) and receivers (e.g., different computer processing capability and different QoS requirements) makes it difficult to achieve bandwidth efficiency (due to link sharing in multicast) and service flexibility (needed by different requirements of different receivers) [24] , [30] .
The success of a large-scale commercial Internet multimedia streaming system will critically depend upon how well it addresses the issues of security, QoS, scalability, and heterogeneity. Existing work has considered a proper subset of these four issues but none could satisfactorily address the four issues simultaneously, which is especially challenging. For example, the current peer-to-peer (P2P) media-streaming technology is seriously limited to providing security and accommodating heterogeneity although it can effectively cope with the issues of scalability and bandwidth bottleneck in the traditional client/server paradigm. In contrast, the technology of content distribution network (CDN) (which is formed by dedicated edge caches for content distribution) is capable of providing security and accommodating QoS, but lacks scalability and suffers from client/server bottleneck and high deployment cost. In addition, the popularity of scalable coding has provided a promising solution for handling heterogeneity, but its current application limits in IP multicast.
To address the limitations of the current technologies and meet with the needs in large-scale media streaming, this paper proposes a novel secure and scalable media streaming system called TrustStream, which builds a new peer-server-peer (PSP) structure to achieve unprecedented security, scalability, heterogeneity, and certain quality of service simultaneously.
The main contributions of this paper are: 1) a novel PSP media streaming architecture, which utilizes the best feature of scalable coding, CDN and P2P, thus possessing the unprecedented capability of addressing all the four critical issues in media streaming, i.e., security, QoS, scalability, and heterogeneity, and 2) a set of security management mechanisms, including a key distribution mechanism and a key-embedding scheme, especially designed for media streaming and combined in our proposed S-M P2P topology. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work and highlights the key differences between the existing works and our proposed schemes. Section III describes our TrustStream architecture and each component. In Section IV, we present the implementation details of TrustStream. Section V shows our experimental and system running results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the TrustStream architecture. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Live video streaming is perhaps one of the greatest unfulfilled promises of the Internet. There have been tremendous efforts in the design and experimentation of video streaming systems in the past two decades; there have been no shortage of technical innovations, yet no single system has delivered the expected scalability and service quality [16] .
A. Architecture Proposal
To meet the requirements for large-scale multimedia streaming, existing solutions have been mainly focused on coding technology and networking technology. Existing architectures include: 1) multiple description coding (MDC) P2P [2] , [21] , mainly for enhancing error resilience; 2) scalable video IP multicast [12] , mainly for addressing heterogeneity; 3) scalable video P2P [3] ; and 4) CDN P2P [32] , mainly for scalability. In addition, recent proposals such as Gridmedia [35] , CoolStreaming [36] , and PeerStreaming [17] have addressed some issues in security, QoS, scalability, and heterogeneity. But none of the existing architectures consider those four key issues simultaneously. Our TrustStream system presents a unified architecture to addresses these as a whole; the key idea of our architecture is to combine the best features of CDN and P2P as well as using scalable video coding technology with security and QoS enhancement. In short, with security and QoS enhancement.
B. QoS and Scalability
The bottleneck of traditional C/S paradigm is that the total capacity/throughput of the system is limited by the bandwidth of the outgoing link of the server, resulting in low QoS for largescale streaming. To mitigate this problem, CDN is adopted, i.e., deploying multiple servers or proxies at the edge of Internet to increase total system capacity [29] and provide shortened packet delivery paths. However, CDN does not scale well for a large number of users, especially in the face of a large flash crowd. Commercial CDN's such as Akamai 1 and Limelight Networks 2 are expensive to deploy.
One approach to solve above problem is motivated by the emerging concept of peer-to-peer (P2P) computing and multicast. As an efficient way for content delivery, multicast has been widely researched but its application mainly lies in application layer. Based upon a hierarchical clustering of the application-layer multicast peers, scalable application layer multicast (ALM) [4] supports a number of different data delivery trees with desirable properties. In this paper, we regard application layer multicast as single-source multi-receiver (S-M) P2P. P2P network overcomes the bottleneck around a centralized server with its distributed design and architecture, but also brings a set of technical challenges and issues due to its dynamic and heterogeneous nature. The implementation of ESM [10] and CoolStreaming [36] marked a new era for P2P real-time streaming systems. However, these P2P solutions achieve scalability at the cost of losing manageability; thus they could not guarantee QoS and address security issues well. Meanwhile, current solutions only use S-M P2P, i.e ALM or M-M P2P, i.e pure P2P in CoolStream, separately. To address this, we combine the best features of CDN and P2P in our PSP networking. We employ CDN-featured S-M P2P to guarantee QoS and facilitate security management, while deploying a pure multisource multi-receiver (M-M) P2P framework for media delivery among peers to achieve maximum scalability.
Recent proposals [25] , [32] try to directly combine CDN and P2P networks to disseminate media content faster and respond more quickly to requests. However, it is not clear how to merge those networks and support security in the hybrid CDN P2P networks. To address this, we adopt scalable coding to merge the best feature of P2P and CDN, and deliver two layers of media content separately through S-M P2P and M-M P2P. Our S-M P2P is actually organized in an ALM mesh tree; but specifically, we deploy some fixed server nodes in a logical S-M P2P network and all nodes are organized in a hierarchical multicast tree. Furthermore, in M-M P2P management, we adopt a bandwidth-based metric in gossip protocol to alleviate congestion at certain popular nodes. The details can be found in Section III-B and III-D.
C. Security
Security issues in media streaming systems include: 1) content confidentiality; 2) content integrity; 3) content availability; 4) user authentication; and 5) digital right management (DRM). Since problems 4) and 5) have been widely explored, this paper focuses on problems 1-3.
Most key distribution schemes available are based on a media-independent approach, i.e., the generation of a new key is triggered by time or an event independent of the media content; these schemes cannot meet the requirement of P2P streaming because: 1) users in the P2P network may view different content/frames at the same time and 2) the overhead of key updating is too high. To mitigate these limitations, we take a media-dependent approach, i.e., keys are bundled with media content packets. Specifically, we use two types of keys, namely, session keys and cluster keys; generation of the session keys is time-driven (triggered by synchronization markers in media content) while generation of the cluster keys is event-driven (triggered by events such as joining or leaving of a node). Compared to the media-independent approach, our approach significantly decreases communication overhead for key updating, and improves security by imposing rules for embedding keys in media packets.
Centralized key management is applicable for small-scale Single-source Multi-receiver multimedia multicast applications. Different network structure will incur different communication overhead in key distribution [23] . But even with the hierarchical tree, the overhead for C-FT and LKH [28] is still large in a large scale P2P network (e.g., with millions of users).
To mitigate this problem, we take a decentralized key management approach; our idea is to use a cluster-based hierarchical tree. We use session keys to encrypt media content and use cluster keys for the distribution of session keys. In our scheme, when a node leaves or joins, we only need to update the cluster key in the cluster of the leaving/joining node; the communication overhead is , where is the number of members in a cluster, usually a constant. In contrast, the existing centralized schemes need to perform key update for all related users, which is or at least . Furthermore, we combine our key management scheme [33] and data embedding scheme called SMDE [34] , which is error resilient and transparent for rate adaptation. Our security schemes are deployed over a scalable hierarchical S-M P2P structure, and combine a novel key distribution mechanism and a key-embedding scheme to achieve confidentiality, integrity, and availability through a media-dependent approach. Our scheme has the advantage of reduced rekeying overhead (compared to centralized key management) and better central management (compared to existing decentralized key management schemes) by using fixed server nodes as trusted rekeying cluster leaders. The details will be presented in Section III-C.
D. Heterogeneity
There are two kinds of heterogeneity, namely, network heterogeneity and receiver heterogeneity. Network heterogeneity could make different users experience different packet loss/delay characteristics. Receiver heterogeneity means that receivers have different or even varying latency requirements, visual quality requirement, and/or processing capability. Multicast is usually used for media streaming due to its efficiency and scalability. But the sharing nature of multicast and the heterogeneity of networks and receivers sometimes present a conflicting dilemma.
In order the address the above two problems, many researches proposed the idea by combing the multicast and scalable coding. Scalable video [18] , [19] , [29] is used so that different users with different link bandwidth can subscribe to different sets of multicast video streams. However, existing scalable video streaming systems such as CoopNet [22] use a Client/Server paradigm thus has not yet unlocked the potential of the P2P technology. Multicast scalable video has not fully utilize the scalability of a pure P2P network.
Our approach is different in that it adopts layered coding in S-M P2P and M-M P2P, resulting in robustness and high flexibility of network topology. Compared to the multiple description coding (MDC) approach [15] , [31] , our approach generates two video layers of different priority/importance, and provides better QoS for a layer with higher priority and importance, resulting in higher efficiency in utilizing the peer resources.
III. A SECURE AND SCALABLE ARCHITECTURE FOR TRUSTSTREAM
In this section, we present the PSP architecture for TrustStream, a novel secure and scalable system for large-scale media streaming application over the Internet. We first introduce the architecture, and then we present our mechanisms for scalable hierarchy topology of S-M P2P, security management and M-M P2P membership management.
A. Architecture Fig. 1 shows the overall framework of TrustStream. Our simplified progressive fine granularity scalable (PFGS) generates two layers of streams: one of very low bit rate, called "base layer," with essential but most important information of media content; while the other of much higher bit rate, called "enhancement layer", with only enhancement to playback quality. A receiver can decide whether it wants to receive certain enhancement layer pieces thus progressively improving video quality by obtaining more trunked enhancement layer pieces; heterogeneity is therefore handled by delivering only the layers that a receiver can manage. The base layer content is encrypted by embedding copyright information with our proposed video data embedding codec [34] , and then by applying a selective encryption to it, which can prevent illegal users from accessing the content. After this, the encrypted base layer content is sent out in the S-M P2P framework, along with the key messages, while the enhancement layer is sent in the M-M P2P framework. The above operations are carried out on the server. The client in TrustStream will then receive two layers of streams, that is, the base layer stream and the enhancement layer stream. The base layer is necessary for media decoding, providing essential and acceptable playback quality. At the same time, the key message taken with it can help to update the session key periodically. The security management message and media content are "re-assembled", namely, the enhancement layer can only be decoded if the base layer is available. In other words, it is useless for the client if the base layer is lost. With the separation from data transmission, security management is facilitated in our structure. The enhancement layer is optional, which mainly improves the quality relying on a stream of much higher bit rate. Client can get appropriate amount of enhancement layer content according to its network bandwidth, resulting in corresponding improvement of playback quality.
From an overview, the streaming content transmission of TrustStream follows the following process: First, the PFGS encoder maps a given frame into layered codes for base layer, for trunked enhancement layer pieces, where
Then the encryption process conducts a copyright and selective encryption over base layer content and produces the encrypted base layer (2) Finally, along with the key information , the decoder at the receiving end maps and all received enhance layers to reconstruct the initial frame as (3) In our architecture, the best feature of P2P and CDN networks are combined together by delivering the media content from source server in CDN-featured networks to edge servers and then transmitting the content between each P2P peers. In this way, CDN guarantees the QoS and P2P enhances the scalability of streaming system. The S-M P2P base layer transmission has a scalable hierarchical multicast structure upon which security is managed. The pure M-M P2P enhancement layer transmission adopts a gossip-based P2P membership management, and achieves scalability, reliability and load balancing with acceptable overheads. In Sections III-B-D we will illustrate in detail how we achieve this design.
B. S-M P2P Hierarchy for Base Layer
We use CDN nodes as servers in a logically S-M P2P framework. The idea of multicast is adopted in the S-M P2P implementation by arranging the clients in a multicast mesh topology while maintaining several CDN-featured servers to guarantee the source streaming. From traditional wisdom, a multicast topology from source to receivers needs to be a tree, i.e in [27] there is a quite simple, robust and effective tree-based P2P multicast protocol called Chunkyspread, and we move further in our implementation by proposing a novel distributed algorithm to construct a netlike and treelike multicast graph as the S-M P2P topology, upon which the data transmission and security schemes are applied. Our protocol arranges the set of members into a hierarchy. It implicitly defines the multicast overlay data paths. When members join or leave, the hierarchy is maintained accordingly.
The hierarchy consists of members assigned to different layers as shown in Fig. 2 . The top layer of the hierarchy is layer which contains carefully chosen CDN-featured fixed nodes. Besides the fixed nodes in the top layer which are appointed by the server, nodes in other layers are organized in an ad hoc manner to form an optimized topology in a top-down manner from the layer . Members in each layer are organized into clusters. Each cluster has a leader, called "cluster leader." The cluster leader is also a member of the corresponding cluster in the higher layer. The cluster leader should have the maximum local performance (bandwidth, net utility, CPU ability, etc) and the minimum average distance (RTT) to other members in the cluster. Each cluster also has a subsidiary leader who is getting ready to take the responsibility of current leader when it leaves. Specially, since the data source is Server, it can be considered as the leader of layer . Table I shows how a cluster is formed and how the leader and sub-leader are elected.
The metric used here is , where denotes the estimated end-to-end bandwidth and denotes the end-to-end latency. Set the metric , where is some proper chosen negative and a positive number. denotes the distance from node and node .
denotes the average distance from node to all nodes in its cluster, . The leader is the node that has minimum average distance away from other nodes in the cluster. Set as the boundary of a cluster where all between nodes are within the value of , otherwise it is outside the cluster.
1) Topologies Management:
The member hierarchy defines both of the control topology and data overlay topology. In the control topology, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , each member exchanges maintenance-messages (mainly used to maintain the hierarchy) periodically with other members in the same cluster. The data topology is defined by the following rule: The source member is Server, which sends data packet directly to all the members of . Consider an arbitrary member , who receives the data packets from member . Then and must belong to the same cluster in a certain layer . Member will forward the data packets to all other members of cluster in a P2P routing scheme [26] , if and only if is the cluster leader of . But, in Layer the Server directly forward data packets to all the members instead.
2) Join: When a new member tries to join, it firstly contacts the Server. The Server should conduct the CA verification and then sign a time-limited label for its identity. Meanwhile the Server should also send a list of recommended leaders to the new member. Then the new member sends joining requests to these leaders and wait for the replies till it achieves an acceptance of the most suitable cluster leader. After that the new member completes its joining process.
3) Maintain: If the performances of other members in the cluster are better than cluster leader, the leader should be replaced by a better member to improve the overall performance of the whole system. In order to guarantee the QoS of media playback and reliability of SK distribution, the cluster sub-leader also maintains the cluster information by periodically communicating with the leader so that it can recover the relationships with the nodes in higher layers and keep the organization of the cluster as soon as leader fails.
4) Leave:
When a member leaves the group, it sends a LeaveMessage to the Server and its neighbor members.If the leaving member is a leader, the cluster subsidiary leader will become the new leader and join the higher layer cluster where the leaving leader ever lies. If the leaving member is just a member, the leader should report to the Server to expire its label. Unexpected leaving would be detected by the cluster leaders/sub leaders in means of periodically sending a query and waiting for a reply control message.
C. Security Management for Base Layer
Confidentiality in multicast system is usually achieved by encrypting the content using an encryption key, known as the session key (SK) that is only known by the content provider and all legitimate group members [8] . However, it is not an easy task to deliver the SK to all the members securely because the group membership is most likely dynamic with clients joining and leaving the group from time to time. Notice that, once a member is not in the multicast session, e.g., before he joins or after he leaves the session, he should not be able to access the media content. In other words, the SK needs to be updated once a member joins or leaves the session. In our scenario, the key management and distribution scheme have the following three security properties. Without this property, a client can first receive and store the multicast data, and then he joins the multicast session and gets a SK, and tries to use the SK to decrypt previous media content. 3) Collusion: to prevent expired members from working together and sharing their individual piece of expired SK information to regain access to the new SK [8] . Table II illustrates the function of SK, CK, KMS, and SC. By using key management and distribution algorithm, we implement a novel secure CDN that solves the following issues: 1) Confidentiality: In each cluster there is an election and intendance mechanism, by which cluster members can elect two trusted nodes as cluster leaders (one acts as the security manager and media content source in this cluster and the other as the assistant or backup) and dismiss the ones who lose confidence. The content is encrypted by using an encryption key. Only authorized users can get the encryption key from the leader to correctly decode the incoming base layer content. In this case, server does not need to carry out a global key update and distribution process, which can effectively eliminate the potential bottlenecks on the server.
Key management is added to the CDN, there are two aspects: Generation and distribution of SK: KMS generates a new SK periodically. At beginning, KMS generates a new SK, which is used to encrypt/decrypt the streaming media content in the next period, and then sends the updating message of SK to all the members in , encrypted with the (Cluster Key of . As illustrated in Fig. 2 , consider an intermediate member, , that receives the refresh message from another member . Then decrypts the SK with the CK shared by the cluster when and belong to the same layer . If is also in another layer, , must be a cluster leader of one cluster, . Then re-encrypts the SK with the CK shared by and forward the SK refresh message to the members in .
2) Generation and Distribution of CK: The cluster leader updates CK when cluster members change and then distributes it to the cluster members through secure channels. When a new member joins the cluster, it should establish a secure channel with the leader. When the cluster leader leaves, the subsidiary leader should establish secure channels respectively with cluster members, and then generates a new CK and distributes it.
3) Integrity: Every member has a pair of keys, i.e., a public key and a private key; the public key is also maintained in the KMS. When a member sends some message, it adds its digital signature to the message; the digital signature is signed with the private key of the sender. When the receiver receives the message, it can authenticate the message by the public key of the intended sender, which can be obtained from the KMS.
4) Availability:
Since updating message of SK is distributed along with the media streaming over the error-prone network, it is important to guarantee the reliability of the SK distribution. In TrustStream, we set a subsidiary leader in each cluster to solve this problem. If the leader leaves or collapses, the subsidiary leader can easily join the higher layer and get the media content by using the backup information from the leader periodically. We also distribute the same updating message of SK several times at one update interval. If a member losses the updating message, it can get it by the redundant updating message along with the coming media content.
We further combine the above key management scheme with our novel data embedding scheme named as SMDE [34] , which is of error resilience and transparency for adaptation mechanism. In this scheme, the key messages are embedded in the host video signal and distributed to the authorized users. Using embedded data to convey key information is able to achieve added security and reduce bandwidth resource consumption. The combination of key distribution mechanism and key embedding scheme could provide secure access control for adaptive video multicast applications.
D. M-M P2P Management for Enhancement Layer
In our system we adopt a gossip-based [20] protocol which provides good scalability and reliability properties to manage the P2P members for the transmission of enhancement layer content.
To decrease the overhead of gossip schemes, we could consider two issues, one is to minimize the neighbor list (which we call membership knowledge) one node would have to guarantee the transmission and the other is to decrease the probability for nodes to receive redundant messages. The latter can be done by assigning different weights to neighbors. A message floods to neighbors that have small weights and gossips to neighbors that have large weights.
We introduce a parameter here to denote the membership knowledge one node holds to randomly send packets to gossip targets. Table III illustrates how this can be formed and content can be obtained.
Now we could build a random directed graph topology of the system: there is a directed arc from to whenever is in the of and when new node joins, it creates a random number of additional arcs according to the above mechanism. This forms the basis for broadcasting messages across the group, by enabling each member to propagate messages to all or to a subset of those members with its in the connected transmission graph. Let denote the total arcs in directed graph which model the (4) (5) Then the average out-degree of each node is (6) According to the theorem in [14] that: if there are nodes, and each node gossips to other nodes on average, then the probability that everyone gets the message converges to which is quite near to 1.
Similar idea is presented in the design of SCAMP [11] which operates in a fully decentralized manner and provides each member with a partial view of the group membership. We have optimized the scheme by combining the content searching in the member subscription procedure and adding the metric of bandwidth to avoid convergence of content searching in limited hot nodes by making each node to measure the bandwidth of the gossip target and dynamically get content from the available target with comparatively higher bandwidth. Load balancing can be achieved by moving nodes to obtain content from other nodes when the bandwidth of hot nodes becomes smaller than some other nodes.
Lastly, although the layered coding facilitates our security and QoS management, the separation of base layer and enhancement layer may bring about the issue of synchronization of the layers. This problem can be solved by pre-fetching the base layer in the buffer and waiting for the proper enhance layer frame to come to re-construct as a whole. By pre-fetching, the system can avoid the loss of a substream upon a node disconnect even when the replacement time is nonnegligible. Once received the base layer, the clients could obtain a fundamental quality of the streaming media and improve its quality if more according enhancement layer pieces are received later.
Media synchronization refers to maintaining the temporal relationships within one data stream and amongst various media streams and the essential part of any media synchronization mechanism is the specifications of the temporal relations within a medium and between the media. The methods that are used to specify the temporal relations include interval-based, axesbased, control flow-based, and event-based specifications. We have discussed this issue in our former work [29] and more details could be found in [6] . 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Our implementation framework for TrustStream is shown in Fig. 3 . Between media content provider and end users, we deploy three levels of CDN-featured fixed server nodes and some management servers. The edge servers are deployed nearby peer clusters, from which the base layer content is transmitted in a S-M P2P network while the enhancement layer content is transmitted in a M-M P2P network. Media content is first distributed among the carefully deployed trusted servers and finally reaches edge servers, from which end users can choose to obtain the media content either in C/S mode or P2P mode. Those carefully-deployed servers can guide streaming traffic to achieve overall traffic optimization and Global Sever Load Balancing (GSLB), and conduct access control and key distribution. Strategically deployed fixed server nodes around the Internet enable end users to obtain streaming video from one of the nearby servers to reduce the end-to-end delay and overall network congestion. QoS is guaranteed by delivering the base layer content directly from the CDN-featured nodes in S-M P2P to ensure basic video quality even in time of peer failure. Meanwhile, the utilization of M-M P2P networks around those servers facilitate peers to freely transmit in a pure P2P protocol to achieve maximum scalability.
In detail, from the server side, TrustStream is divided into four parts: content source, content management, network management and mid nodes. The raw video data that comes to the encoder are divided into the base layer stream and the enhancement layer stream. A central management server deals with the authorization of clients, key managements and conducts encryption on base layer stream. Then the baser layer stream is sent to the authorized users in our secure S-M P2P network and the enhancement layer stream is sent in a pure M-M P2P way in network of either wireless or LAN's. Fig. 4 is the client software architecture of TrustStream, which consists of network operation, P2P protocol management and the playback. The system uses the message-driven mechanism, including proactive messages (the timer evens) and passive messages (requests from other peers). Two kinds of buffer pools are used to store data in base layer and enhancement layer. Besides the buffer control, the P2P protocol part also contains: P2P membership management, event and message dispatcher, key management, data source scheduler and the timer. In the playback process, the player would select the data according to the synchronization of the audio and video data, from base layer or enhancement layer in the buffer. Layered decoding would be conducted on video data while common decoding would be used for audio data. During the decoding process, decrypting is conducted with the given SK. In this way, the client side can play back a real-time and decrypted media stream.
To promote process efficiency and reduce system overheads, we adopt PFGS encoding and decoding for base layer and enhancement layer. PFGS uses as many predictions from the same layer as possible to increase coding efficiency; and PFGS keeps a prediction path which always uses prediction from a lower layer in the reference frames (for error recovery and channel adaptation) [18] , [19] . To get the tradeoff between coding efficiency and error-resilience, we have simplified the coding operation without decreasing the coding efficiency after our deduction of enhancement layer coding process in Inter mode. Table IV shows some system settings of TrustStream, including the testbed scale, CPU utilization, supporting bit rate, etc. We will further specify TrustStream running parameters in the performance evaluation part.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Source Coding
We have implemented TrustStream system and benchmarked its performance in both simulation environment and real network.
For the encoding of TrustStream, we adopt a frame-based PFGS coding to generate the base layer bitstream with a bit rate of 128 kbps and one enhancement layer of around 300 to 400 kbps. unscalable video coding on coding efficiency, it still provides acceptable video quality and bandwidth requirement. Considering the superior layered feature needed by our structure which cannot be provided by existed traditional single layer coding, PFGS is thus an ideal choice for efficiency and function. Actually, as is shown by the Foreman sequences encoding performance in Fig. 6 , compared with WM encoder, the PFGS-based Truststream encoder provides satisfactory performance.
B. QoS
TrustStream has been implemented in real network and broadcasted several nationwide popular live video programs all over China, including the national Spring Festival Show 2007, the celebration for the traditional Chinese New Year day on February 17, 2007 , when hundreds of thousands of users viewed the live video program from Internet. TrustStream is adopted by ChinaCache, the largest CDN provider in China, which deployed more than 150 servers and a total of 18 Gbps bandwidth around China last year. As Fig. 7 shows, 24 core servers were deployed to establish the system in the two core ISP's in China, among which, 6 are in China Netcom (CNC), and 18 in China Telecom (CHN). This figure also shows how the live streams are piped among those servers. The rest cache servers were deployed nearby users. At peak time, we attracted around 42,850 views from users spread from over 20 provinces in China, and four countries overseas(mainly from the districts where oversea Chinese people live). Among them, 30,088 simultaneous views obtained content from our deployed CDN servers and the total server bandwidth achieved 6.7 Gbps. According to our traces analysis, at peak time, the P2P traffic accounts for around of the total bandwidth. Table V As the data shows, the average source bit rate of our system can reach 225 kbps, thus being capable of providing satisfactory live video quality.
Similar to the paper [9] that quantifies QoS of skype upon Call duration, we define the average viewing time, to indicate how much the user is satisfied with our streaming service. Besides the minimal content difference (i.e all are popular contents), the more users feel satisfied with our service, the more time they tend to view the media online. The 6.70 Gbps peak bandwidth and 1451 sec average user online time demonstrate our system is performing with good user satisfaction. With the improvements of quality, users of our system tend to stay in viewing much longer duration time, i.e 160% increase, than they used to be in former year 2006.
For another metric of start-up delay in media service, as paper [13] reports, for the popular IPTV system PPlive, the player pop-up delay is generally 10 to 15 seconds and the player buffering delay is around 10 to 15 seconds. Therefore, the total start-up delay is around 20 to 30 seconds. And some less popular channels may have a total start-up delays of up to 2 minutes. In comparison, with our carefully deployed servers and system structure, during our whole program, as our log analysis shows, the average user start-up delay is within 15 seconds. C. Scalability Fig. 8 shows some real network data in one server node. At 22:10 pm the number of users viewing the program through the observed server arrives at the maximum. Accordingly, the total traffic transmitted from the same server node, achieves maximum, indicating a single server can support a scale of 1100 peers and the system can well guarantee the stability of source signal from the server node.
To theoretically quantify the scalability of our system, we define as bandwidth magnifying multiple, i.e how many times bandwidth is increased from input to output. This parameter can describe to what scale our system can support users, with the increased bandwidth in contrast to the former single server in C/S structure. The total system bandwidth magnifying multiple would be:
. Here means the bandwidth magnifying multiple provided by server parts of our framework in Fig. 3 . Assuming there are super nodes in the backbone network level, each of which are responsible for handling edge nodes. One edge node, which may compose of several edge servers and usually have a total capacity of 1 Gbps, can serve users. According to our organization of multicast tree, we have (7) (8)
As
, the is around . In our direct broadcasting for Bill Gates' live speech at Peking University in year 2007, a total 3.9 Gbps peak bandwidth were utilized. As Table VI shows, our actual bandwidth magnifying multiple arrives at 484:1, which well demonstrates the above theoretical analysis. In comparison, another dominating live video provider in China only provided 1.3 Gbps peak bandwidth and a 250: 1 of bandwidth magnifying multiple when broadcasting the same program.
Then with the participation of P2P network, we set as the ratio between the average client uploading bandwidth and video program rate. Suppose there are peers at level , where the depth of ranges from 0 to . Then the total number of clients would be (9) thus (10) As an example, in one scenario of broadcasting one program with our system, the video program rate is 200 kbps, the assigned server bandwidth is 100 Mbps (capable for 500 connections), the average clients uploading bandwidth is 400 kbps and the maximum cluster levels are 5. Then the average number of users that could be supported would be 15000. The P2P network has helped to increase the bandwidth for 50 times and for the whole system, it has totally scaled to 7500-15000 times.
D. Tradeoff and Security Overhead
We examined QoS and Security trade-offs by analyzing the negative impact of security management on video quality. Fig. 9 shows the effects of 200 bits data embedded in sequence "Dinosaur" with different modulation cycle and the PSNR of frames for varying modulation cycle C at the receiver. When the modulation cycle is 4, the PSNR (represented by the bold curve with circles) falls by only 0.2 to 0.3 dB, which is tolerated by contrast with the fall of PSNR when modulation cycle equals 8 or 16. From this figure we can find that the modulation cycle with 4 is a tradeoff between good quality of video and high detection accuracy.
The overhead for security management is analyzed as follows.
• Secure Channels. The number of secure channels inside the tree is , where denotes the size of a cluster. KMS should generate a new when members change, and send it through the secure channels to each of the members in cluster . • Overhead of CK updating. When cluster members change, CK refresh messages are distributed through the secure channels. Since the size of each cluster is small enough and independent of the group size, the overhead can be considered as .
• Overhead of SK re-encryption. The SK needs to be decrypted and re-encrypted by leaders between two clusters along the path, therefore the number of re-encryption operations is . Here is the average cluster size and is the total number of nodes. But to a single leader, this overhead can be ignored.
• Overhead of cluster maintaining. Members exchange maintenance-messages with others in the same cluster.
Since the size of cluster is small enough and independent of the group size, the overhead is . As for the management overheads in real maintenance, from Table VII we can see that in our simulation experiment with "forman" streams, the encryption overhead is negligible, i.e., only a percentage of 2.64 for encoding and 0.54 for decoding overhead.
VI. CONCLUSION
There is ever-increasing demand for multimedia content over the Internet, but current streaming solutions do not suit well with large-scale applications. Challenges mainly lie in four aspects: 1) security; 2) scalability; 3) heterogeneity; and 4) QoS.
In this paper, we propose the TrustStream, a novel, secure and scalable media streaming system to address the above challenges in a unified architecture. Our TrustStream combines the best features of CDN and P2P networks, which are merged by scalable coding, to achieve unprecedented security, scalability, accommodation of heterogeneity, and certain QoS simultaneously. First, security is provided by combining the key distribution mechanism and key-embedding scheme under our proposed Secure S-M P2P. Second, scalability is achieved by utilizing the pure M-M P2P in our enhancement layer content distribution. Third, heterogeneity is addressed by delivering only the layers of content that a receiver is able to manage under its resource constraints. Fourth, quality of service is achieved by the CDN-featured S-M P2P.
Our system was implemented in early 2007 and has broadcasted several popular live video programs in China. In broadcasting the national Spring Festival Show 2007, TrustStream attracted around 42, 850 simultaneous views and produced a peak server bandwidth of 6.70 Gbps. An increase of 160% user online viewing time justifies users' satisfaction with the quality of service provided by our live streaming service. The success of TrustStream in the real Internet demonstrates the advantage of our system and the effectiveness of a PSP structure for largescale streaming.
